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Complex built-up structures often consist of structural elements of a periodic nature.
Examples of these include plate or shell elements reinforced by stiffeners at regular
intervals. This paper describes a theoretical method for evaluating the coupling loss factor
(CLF) of a coupled periodic structure for use in the application of statistical energy
analysis. The structure considered consists of a plate with periodic stiffeners coupled at right
angles to a uniform plate and the method of travelling wave analysis was used for the
investigation. An experimental program was conducted to verify the CLF of the structure.
Results from the measurements of input power and vibrational energy were used in a
numerical procedure to determine the internal loss factors and CLF. The experimental
results show good agreement with theoretical predictions at low frequencies. However,
some discrepancies between the theoretical and experimental results were observed at high
frequencies, possibly due to the frequency dependent nature of the assumptions involved
in the theoretical analysis.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Periodic structures are used extensively in engineering constructions. Examples of these
may be found in many engineering applications such as ship structures (e.g. decks,
bulkheads and hull structures) where relatively lightweight uniform plates or shells are
reinforced by the attachment of stiffeners at regular intervals. The study of wave
transmission through periodic structures is an integral part in the overall investigation of
noise and vibration transmission through complex built-up structures such as ships and
aircraft.

Brillouin [1] studied the wave motion of a number of periodic systems such as atoms,
crystals and transmission lines using the Bloch (or Floquet) theorem. This approach greatly
simplifies the analysis by relating the wave solutions in adjacent bays of the system. For
a periodically supported beam of infinite extent in bending motion, the Bloch theorem
gives the spatial variation of transverse displacement through each bay of the structure
as [2]:

w(x+ l) exp( jvt)= exp(l)w(x) exp( jvt), (1)
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where l is the length of an element in the periodic structure and l is the propagation
constant. If the propagation constant is purely imaginary, the bending wave will travel
freely in the periodic structure. The frequency band in which wave propagation occurs is
referred to as the pass band. On the other hand, if the propagation constant contains a
real component, the bending wave will behave in an evanescent manner and the
corresponding frequency band is referred to as the stop band.

The wave transmission properties of a large number of periodic structures (e.g. beams,
plates and shells) have been studied extensively (see, for example, references [2–6]).
However, periodic structures are often coupled to other structural elements to form
complex built-up structures and the transmission of vibration through such complex
structures has received less attention. Keane and Price [7] studied a one-dimensional
coupled periodic structure using an enhanced statistical energy analysis (SEA) model which
allows for the effects of pass and stop bands. These authors investigated a point spring
coupled, multi-modal system and compared the results obtained from ‘exact’ modal
analysis with the normal and enhanced SEA models. A significant improvement in results
was obtained by using the enhanced SEA model rather than the normal model. However,
the model studied by these authors was made up of idealised one-dimensional elements
and therefore the analysis may not be readily applicable to engineering structures such as
hull plates and bulkheads. The purpose of this paper is to investigate, both theoretically
and experimentally, the transmission of vibration through a simple but practical
engineering structure which consists of a periodic structural element. The structure
considered in this paper is a plate with periodic stiffeners coupled at right angles to a
uniform plate and the methods of travelling wave analysis and SEA are used in the
theoretical investigation.

2. WAVE TRANSMISSION THROUGH A PLATE WITH PERIODIC STIFFENERS

A periodic structure which consists of stiffening beams attached symmetrically to both
sides of a plate is chosen for the analysis (see Figure 1). This arrangement avoids the
generation of in-plane waves in the plate-beam junction. The bending wave displacement
of the plate may be obtained in a similar way as was done by Mead [2] in his treatment
of a periodically supported beam, except that in this case the bending wave number has
components in both the x- and y-directions due to the nature of the oblique wave. A
detailed analysis of the plate with periodic stiffeners is given in the Appendix. This section
outlines the procedures and results of the analysis.

For an arbitrary bay n (n=0, 1, 2, 3, . . . , a), the out-of-plane plate displacement is
given by:

w(xn )= exp(ln)6 s
4

m=1

Am exp(kmxxn )7 exp(kyy+jvt), (2)

where l is the stiffener spacing, xn = x− nl, kmx is the root of the dispersion equaion for
plate bending and Am is the associated wave amplitude. The last exponential factor on the
right-hand side of the above equation represents the y-direction dependency and time
dependency of the wave amplitude.
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By applying the compatibility and equilibrium conditions to two adjacent bays of the
structure, the following matrix equation can be obtained (see Appendix):

L[Am ]= exp(l)[Am ], (3)

where m=1–4, L is a 4×4 matrix defined by the system parameters and [Am ] is a column
vector representing the wave amplitudes.

Thus the analysis of wave propagation through a periodic structure may be reduced to
a standard eigenvalue form. The four eigenvalues exist in two pairs, one of each pair being
the reciprocal of the other, indicating the propagation of waves in both the positive and
negative directions. The eigenvector which corresponds to each eigenvalue may be
normalised to give [1, A2/A1, A3/A1, A4/A1]T.

As an example, the propagation and attenuation zones of the plate with periodic
stiffeners shown in Figure 1 were evaluated in terms of the wave heading angle and
frequency. The plate and beam materials are steel with an elastic modulus of
1·95×1011 N/m2, density of 7700 kg/m3 and Poisson’s ratio of 0·3. The thickness of the
plate is 2 mm and the beams are 6×14 mm sections spaced at 100 mm apart. Figure 2
shows the propagation and attenuation zones of the structure. At normal incidence (zero
wave heading angle), the first four stop bands lie within a frequency range of 359–483,
1535–1884, 3598–4048 and 6591–6730 Hz.

The wave transmission through two-dimensional elements such as a plate with periodic
stiffeners differs from that through one-dimensional elements in that the former is
dependent on the wave heading angle and frequency. Consider a plate with periodic
stiffeners subjected to a diffuse vibration wave field. The incident wave will find a range
of angles that transmit the wave freely and therefore two-dimensional elements do not
normally exhibit a single pass or stop band at a particular frequency as is the case for
one-dimensional periodic structures.

Figure 1. A plate with periodic beam stiffeners.
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Figure 2. Propagation and attenuation zones of a plate with periodic stiffeners.

3. COUPLED PERIODIC STRUCTURE

3.1. 

Figure 3 shows a coupled periodic structure which consists of a plate with periodic
stiffeners coupled at right angles to a uniform plate. Both plate elements are assumed to
be of semi-infinite extent to avoid the complication of wave reflection at the plate edge
boundaries. This particular structural junction is chosen on the basis of simplicity as well
as its resemblance to many practical engineering structures including naval ship structures.

If the uniform plate is subjected to an incident bending wave, it will be partially
transmitted and partially reflected as bending and in-plane waves. Cremer et al. [8] studied
the wave transmission properties of structural junctions which consist of two uniform

Figure 3. A coupled periodic structure.
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Figure 4. Transmission efficiency of a right-angled two plate junction subjected to an incident bending wave.
——, bending wave; — · —, shear wave; – – –, longitudinal wave.

plates coupled at right angles subjected to an incident bending wave. Their findings show
that the power of the transmitted and reflected in-planes waves are negligible if the bending
wave velocities of the plates are small compared with the in-plane wave velocities. In other
words, the in-plane waves are negligible at low frequencies or for small plate thickness.
As an example, the wave transmission efficiencies of a right-angled plate junction subjected
to an incident bending wave were calculated (see, for example, reference [8] for details of
the calculations) and shown in Figure 4. The junction consists of two uniform semi-infinite
steel plates with the same thickness of 2 mm. It can be seen that the transmission efficiencies
for the longitudinal and transverse shear waves are small compared with the bending wave
up to a frequency of approx. 10 kHz.

The present analysis follows the assumption that the power of the in-plane waves are
small compared with the bending wave. This assumption greatly simplifies the analysis and
allows the band pass nature of the bending wave in a coupled periodic structure to be
examined. However, it should be mentioned that with the preceding assumption, the
present analysis is only valid for thin plates or low frequencies. The effect of in-plane waves
in a periodic structure will be considered by the authors at a later stage.

Consider the uniform plate of the coupled period structure as the source plate which
carries an oblique incident bending wave with a wave angle a (see Figure 3). The
out-of-plane displacement for the source plate is given by [8]:

ws = {exp(jksxs cos a)+B1 exp(−jksxs cos g)+B2 exp[−ksxsz(1+ sin2 g)]}

×exp(ksyy+jvt), (4)

where B1 and B2 are the complex wave amplitudes of the travelling and decaying reflected
waves respectively, subscript s represents the source plate, and g is the reflected bending
wave angle which is related to the incident wave angle a through Snell’s law.
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For the plate with periodic stiffeners (the receiving plate), the out-of-plane displacement
due to waves in the positive x-direction may be expressed in terms of two eigenvalues l1

and l2, together with their associated eigenvectors:

wr =6exp(l1n)$A1 s
4

m=1

(Am /A1) exp(kmxxn )%+exp(l2n)$A'1 s
4

m=1

(A'm /A'1 ) exp(kmxxn )%7
×exp(kyy+jvt), (5)

where subscript r represents the receiving plate.
The expressions for plate displacements of the coupled structure therefore consist of four

unknown wave amplitudes (B1, B2, A1 and A'1 ). With the assumption that the in-plane
waves are negligible in the transmission of wave power, the boundary conditions at the
junction may be approximately expressed in terms of the displacements, rotations and
moments as shown below:

, the plate displacements at the junction are equal to zero,

ws =0, (6)

wr =0, (7)

, the plate rotations at the junction must be compatible,

1ws /1xs = 1wr /1xr , (8)

, the plate bending moments must be in equilibrium,

Dr [12wr /1x2
r + mr 1

2wr /1y2]+Ds [12ws /1x2
s + ms 1

2ws /1y2]=0, (9)

where Dr , Ds are the flexural rigidity of the receiving and source plates respectively, and
mr , ms are the Poisson’s ratios of the receiving and source plates respectively. Solution of
the boundary conditions at the junction (i.e. xs =0, n=0 and xr =0) leads to the four
complex wave amplitudes and the wave powers may be expressed as:

P=1/2 Re {Mf� *}, (10)

where · and * represent the derivative with respect to time and the complex conjugate
respectively, M is the bending moment and f is the plate rotation. The transmission
efficiency is defined as the ratio between the transmitted wave power and the incident wave
power, and is a function of the incident wave angle a. If one assumes that the source plate
carries a diffuse vibration field, one may average the efficiency from an incident wave angle
a of −p/2 to p/2 radians and obtain the mean transmission efficiency which is defined as
[8]:

t=1/2 g
p/2

−p/2

t(a) cos a da. (11)

It should be noted that the transmission efficiency t(a) can only assume non-zero values
at a range of wave angles which is governed by the propagation zones of the beam stiffened
plate (see Figure 2) since wave transmission is not permitted in the attenuation zones. The
coupling loss factor (CLF) between the uniform plate and the plate with periodic stiffeners
may then be expressed as [8]:

hsr =[cgslc /(pvAs )]t, (12)
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where cgs is the group velocity of the uniform plate (the source plate), lc is the coupling
line length and As is the area of the uniform plate. Theoretical expressions for the modal
density and group velocity of one- and two-dimensional periodic structures based on the
propagation constant have been derived by Langley [9].

3.2.  

The theory developed in the preceding sections was applied to a coupled periodic
structure (see Figure 3) to illustrate the method of analysis. Only the transmission efficiency
is considered in this section since it is independent of the plate area and may be regarded
as a more general parameter (compared with the CLF) for characterising the wave
transmission properties of the structure. Equation (12) may be used to evaluate the CLF
if required. The plate with periodic stiffeners has the same parameters as for the example
presented in Section 2 while the uniform steel plate has a thickness of 2 mm. Figure 5 shows
the transmission efficiency as a function of the incident wave angle at a frequency of
1000 Hz. The incident angles that allow for free wave propagation are 0–26 degrees
(propagation zone 2) and 30–36 degrees (propagation zone 1). The mean transmission
efficiency of the coupled structure [equation (11)] was also evaluated as a function of

Figure 5. Transmission efficiency as a function of the incident wave angle for a uniform plate connected at
right angles to a plate with periodic stiffeners.
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Figure 6. Mean transmission efficiency of a coupled periodic structure consisting of a uniform plate coupled
to a plate with periodic stiffeners.

frequency and averaged in the one-third octave band as shown in Figure 6. A drop in the
transmission efficiency can be observed at band centre frequencies of 1600, 2000 and
4000 Hz where the wave transmission properties are dominated by the attenuation zones.
It is interesting to note that for two uniform plates of equal thickness coupled at a right
angle, the mean transmission efficiency has a constant value (independent of frequency)
of 0·333 [8].

4. EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION

4.1.  

The preceding section suggests that the method of travelling wave analysis may be used
for deriving the CLF, provided that the band pass nature of the plate with periodic
stiffeners is accounted for in the evaluation of mean transmission efficiency. This section
describes an experimental program to verify this assumption by measuring the CLF of a
coupled periodic structure for comparison with theoretical predictions. The elements of
the test structure consisted of a beam stiffened plate of 0·7 m×1·2 m and a uniform plate
of 0·7 m×1 m. All the other system parameters were the same as for the example
presented in Section 3.2. Mobility and steady state power balance measurements were
conducted on the individual structural elements to determine their modal densities and
internal loss factors respectively. The elements were then welded at right angles to each
other and further tests conducted on the coupled structure to determine the input power
and vibrational energy due to a random input excitation. A numerical procedure was used
to evaluate the internal loss factor of the structural elements in situ as well as the CLF.

Consideration was given to the damping requirement for the structural elements. If the
CLF of the coupled structure is very much greater than the internal loss factor of the
individual elements, then the modal energy of the elements would be approximately equal
(equipartition of energy) and insensitive to any variations in the CLF. To determine the
CLF from energy and power measurements, it is therefore desirable to have the internal
loss factors at least being of the same order of magnitude as that of the CLF. For the
present study, this was achieved by adding self-adhesive damping strips to both plate
elements. The added damping also increased the modal overlap of the structural elements
to a level that enabled the travelling wave analysis procedure to be used for the
determination of CLF [10].
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Figure 7 shows the set up of the experiment for mobility and steady state power balance
measurements. The structural element was suspended by strings and driven by a shaker
through an impedance head. Six lightweight accelerometers located randomly on the
structural element were used to determine the spatially-averaged mean square velocity and
hence the vibrational energy. Subsequent to the joining of the beam stiffened plate to the
uniform plate, measurements were carried out to determine the input power and the
distribution of vibrational energy by first exciting the beam stiffened plate and then
repeating the experiments by exciting the uniform plate. This arrangement provides the
necessary experimental data so that checks can be made to determine if the experimental
procedure satisfies the condition for reciprocity. The results for each set of measurements
(i.e. mobility as well as the input power and the corresponding vibrational energy) were
averaged over three randomly chosen excitation points.

To determine the mobility of the structure, the following expression which allows for
a correction of the effect of seismic mass was used:

Y=(Ah /jv)/(Fh −Ahms ), (13)

where Y is the drive point mobility, Ah and Fh are respectively the complex amplitudes of
the acceleration and force signals from the impedance head, ms is the seismic mass which
includes the mass between the sensing element and the surface of the structure plus the
associated mounting accessories.

Care was taken to minimise the force contact area by inserting a spacer of 5 mm
diameter between the impedance head and the structure so that the results measured by
the impedance head [equation (13)] may be regarded as the drive point mobility. For the
present experiment, the structural wavelength at the highest one-third octave band
(8000 Hz band centre frequency) was approximately ten times the diameter of the contact
area; thus the attachment of the impedance head to the structure may be regarded as a
point contact.

Figure 7. Experimental setup for mobility and steady state power balance measurements.
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The modal density, n(v), of the structural element was obtained from the drive point
mobility as [8]:

n(v)=1/(v2 −v1) g
v2

v1

4me Re (Y) dv, (14)

where me is the mass of the structural element.
To determine the power injected into the structural element, the force and acceleration

signals from the impedance head were processed using the following relationship:

P=1/2 Re {Fh ×(Ah /jv)*}. (15)

It should be noted that the seismic mass has no effect on the measurements of input
power since it only results in an imaginary term. The vibrational energy of the structural
element was obtained by averaging the signal from the accelerometers:

E=1/2ms�(As /jv)2�s , (16)

where As is the complex amplitude of the signal from the accelerometers and � �s denotes
the spatial average.

The internal loss factor of the structural element was then determined from the input
power, P, and vibrational energy, E, as:

h=P/vE. (17)

A matrix inversion routine based on the minimisation of the sum of the squared errors
[11] was used to determine the internal loss factors of the structural elements in situ, as
well as the CLF of the coupled structure. This method involved a re-arrangement of the
energy balance equations in the following form:

D1 = h1E11 + h12E11 − h21E21 −P1/v, (18)

where Eij is the energy of element i due to an input excitation at element j and D1 denotes
the experimental errors in determining the power and vibrational energy associated with
subsystem 1. Similar equations may be formulated for other subsystems and for the present
experimental set up, a total of four equations were formulated (two subsystems for each
configuration of input excitation). The sum of the squared errors may then be expressed
as:

G= s
4

i=1

D2
i . (19)

Following the least square procedure, the sum of the squared errors was minimised with
respect to the internal loss factors and CLFs. It is convenient to generalise the internal
loss factors and CLFs at this stage by denoting them as hk . By using this notation, the
expression for minimised error is given by:

1G/1hk =0. (20)

The reciprocity condition [i.e. n(v)rhrs = n(v)shsr ] was incorporated into equation (20)
and resulting in three linear algebraic equations (for k=1, 2, and 3). The internal loss
factors and CLF were then determined by standard matrix inversion of these equations.
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Figure 8. Modal density of uniform plate. ——, theory; +, measured.

4.2. 

The validity of the experimental procedure for measuring the modal density of the
structural elements was checked by comparing the experimental results of the uniform
plate with the following theoretical expression [12]:

n(v)s = kA/(2pcg ), (21)

where k is the wave number, A is the area of plate and cg is the group velocity.
Figure 8 shows the modal density of the uniform plate. It can be seen that the measured

modal density using the real part of the frequency-averaged drive point mobility [equation
(14)] is in excellent agreement with the theoretical prediction, thus confirming the validity
of the experimental procedure. The modal density of the plate with periodic stiffeners is
shown in Figure 9. The results are somewhat higher than the sum of the modal densities
for the plates and beams, possibly due to the effect of coupling which resulted in a shift
of the natural frequencies.

Subsequent to the joining of the structural elements, measurements were carried out to
determine the input power and the distribution of vibrational energy of the coupled
structure. However, before using the numerical procedure to determine the CLF, the
results were first checked for reciprocity. Clarkson and Rankine [13] have shown that the
reciprocity requirement is satisfied when

[Ers /Psn(v)r ]/[Esr /Prn(v)s ]=1. (22)

Figure 9. Modal density of plate with periodic stiffeners. ——, measured; — — —, sum of plate and beam
modes.
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Figure 10. Energy ratio of the coupled periodic structure as a measure of reciprocity.

The left-hand side of equation (22) representing the energy ratio is plotted in Figure 10.
It can be seen that the energy ratio is close to unity across the entire frequency range, thus
the results satisfy the requirement for reciprocity.

The numerical procedure described in Section 4.1 was used to determine the internal loss
factors in situ and the CLF. Figures 11 and 12 show the internal loss factors of the uniform
plate and the plate with periodic stiffeners respectively. Results measured by both the in

Figure 11. Internal loss factor of uniform plate. ——, Steady-state power balance method; — — —, in situ.
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Figure 12. Internal loss factor of plate with periodic stiffeners. ——, Steady-state power balance method;
— — —, in situ.

situ method and the steady state power balance method [equation (17)] are shown in the
figures. It can be seen that these two methods of measurement are in close agreement and
hence the results support the present experimental approach in determining the CLF.

Figure 13. Coupling loss factor between a uniform plate and a plate with periodic stiffeners. ——, Theory;
— · —, experiment; — — —, uniform plate/uniform plate.
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Figure 13 shows the CLFs of the coupled periodic structure obtained by equation (12)
and measurement. The results are in very good agreement in the lower frequency bands.
At high frequencies, the theoretical results appear to have shifted by one-third of an octave
compared with the experimental data. The apparent shift in frequency may have been
caused by the assumptions and simplifications involved in the theoretical analysis. For
example, it is assumed in the analysis that the boundary conditions of the plate with
periodic stiffeners can be applied on the plate/beam centreline. However, the plate/beam
attachment point is in fact offset from the beam centreline by an amount equal to half
the beam width and this has an effect on the accuracy of the theoretical model, especially
at high frequencies where the cross sectional dimensions of the plate/beam junction are
not negligible compared with the bending wavelength. Overall, the experimental results for
the present example are reasonably well predicted by the theoretical model. The CLF of
a uniform plate/uniform plate coupled structure (as for the coupled periodic structure but
with the beams removed) is also shown in Figure 12 for comparison. As expected, the
removal of the beams eliminates the band pass nature of the system and increases the CLF.

5. CONCLUSIONS

A method for evaluating the CLF of a plate with periodic stiffeners coupled to a uniform
plate has been presented. The method is based on travelling wave analysis and takes into
account the band pass nature of the plate with periodic stiffeners. To verify the formulation
of the CLF, an experimental program was conducted to measure the internal loss factors
of the structural elements in situ, as well as the CLF. The experimental procedure has been
validated by comparing the internal loss factors measured in situ against the benchmark
results obtained from measurements of the individual elements using the steady state power
balance method. Experimental results of the CLF show reasonable agreement with the
theoretical prediction and it is therefore suggested that the present formulation of CLF
for a coupled periodic structure may be used for SEA studies.

However, it should be noted that the present study has only considered bending waves
to simplify the analysis. In reality, in-plane waves are often generated at structural
junctions and this may have a significant effect on wave transmission, particularly in
situations where the frequency of interest is high or the plate thickness is large. The method
of analysis presented in this paper may be of use for guiding the direction of further studies
on coupled periodic structures involving in-plane waves.
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APPENDIX: WAVE TRANSMISSION ANALYSIS OF A PLATE WITH PERIODIC
STIFFENERS

For a plate with periodic stiffeners of infinite extent as shown in Figure 1, the
out-of-plane displacement of the plate at an arbitrary bay n is given by:

w(xn )= exp(ln )6 s
4

m=1

Am exp(kmxxn )7 exp(kyy+jvt), (A1)

where l is the stiffener spacing, n is the element or bay number (n=0, 1, 2, . . . , a),
xn = x− nl, l is the propagation constant, kmx is the root of the dispersion equation for
plate bending and Am is the wave amplitude. If the plate is subjected to an oblique bending
wave of wave number kB and wave angle b, then kmx and ky may be expressed as [8]:

k1x =jkB cos b, k2x =−jkB cos b, k3x = kBz[1+ sin2 b],

k4x =−kBz[1+ sin2 b];

and ky =2jkB sin b.
Consider an arbitrary junction of the periodic structure as shown in Figure A1, the

forces and displacements on the left-hand side of element n are related to the corresponding
forces and displacements of element n+1 by the Bloch theorem as:

exp(l)w(xn )=xn =0 =w(xn+1)=xn+1 =0, (A2)

exp(l)f(xn )=xn =0 =f(xn+1)=xn+1 =0, (A3)

Figure A1. Forces and displacements at an arbitrary junction of a plate with periodic beam stiffeners.
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exp(l)F(xn )=xn =0 =F(xn+1)=xn+1 =0, (A4)

exp(l)M(xn )=xn =0 =M(xn+1)=xn+1 =0, (A5)

where f, F and M are the plate rotation, junction force and junction moment respectively.
These quantities may be expressed in terms of the displacement w(xn ) as:

f(xn )= 1w(xn )/1xn , (A6)

F(xn )=D[13w(xn )/1x3
n +(2− m)13w(xn )/1xn1y2], (A7)

M(xn )=−D[12w(xn )/1x2
n + m12w(xn )/1y2], (A8)

where D and m are the flexural rigidity and Poisson’s ratio of the plate elements
respectively.

The right-hand side of equations (A2)–(A5) can be expressed in terms of element n by
the compatibility and equilibrium requirements at the junction. Consider first the
compatibility requirements:

w(xn+1)=xn+1 =0 =w(xn )=xn = l , (A9)

f(xn+1)=xn+1 =0 =f(xn )=xn = l . (A10)

The equilibrium of forces and moments at the junction must allow for the torsional,
bending and inertia effects of the beam. As a result of beam bending in the y–z plane, the
plate force F is augmented by the shear force of the beam. Summation of forces in the
z-direction gives:

F(xn )=xn = l −F(xn+1)=xn+1 =0 − 1Fb /1y=−rAv2w(xn )=xn = l , (A11)

where 1Fb /1y=EIx1
4w(xn )/1y4=xn = l , and r, A, E, Ix are the density, cross sectional area,

elastic modulus and second moment of area of the beam respectively.
The variation in plate rotation along the y-axis causes the beam to twist and result in

a torsional moment. Consider the equilibrium of moment about a line parallel to the y-axis
and passing through the beam centroid:

M(xn )=xn = l −M(xn+1)=xn+1 =0 − 1Mb /1y=−Icv
2f(xn )=xn = l , (A12)

where 1Mb /1y=−GJ12f(xn )/1y2=xn = l , and G, J, Ic are the shear modulus, torsional
constant and second moment of inertia per unit length of the beam respectively.

Eliminating the quantities that relate to element n+1 and expressing w(xn ), f(xn ), F(xn )
and M(xn ) in terms of the wave amplitudes A1, . . . , A4 gives:

s
4

m=1

Am exp(kmxl)= exp(l) s
4

m=1

Am , (A13)

s
4

m=1

Amkmx exp(kmxl)= exp(l) s
4

m=1

Amkmx , (A14)

s
4

m=1

(k2
mx − Icv

2kmx /D−GJk2
ykmx /D+ mk2

y)Am exp(kmxl)= exp(l) s
4

m=1

(k2
mx + mk2

y)Am ,

(A15)
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s
4

m=1

(k3
mx + rAv2/D−EIxk4

y/D+(2− m)k2
ykmx )Am exp(kmxl)

= exp(l) s
4

m=1

(k3
mx +(2− m)k2

ykmx )Am . (A16)

Equations (A13)–(A16) can be expressed in matrix form:

L[Am ]= exp(l)[Am ], (A17)

where L is a 4×4 matrix and [Am ] is a column vector.


